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Release Notes MobiMed Smart v4.2.13 

Software Article Number 490210859 (Software Build No 4.2.13.0_16.03.31.2) 

 

Customer specific changes  

 SCASFT: CCN SC040 - Sepsis Screening and Action tool (6024) 

 SCASFT: CCN SC041 - CWS Update Alert Message (6025) 

 SCASFT: CCN SC047 - GP Triage Screen Revision (6243) 

 SCASFT: CCN SC050 - Meds List Update Corrections (6249) 

 SCASFT: CCN SC058 - Update to Religion Descriptions (6284) 

 SCASFT: ePR - Pre-Hospital C-Spine Clearance button is not highlighted (INC0011388) (6277) 

 SCASFT: Implement EUD VPN tunnel over APN (6437) 

 SWASFT: Configure correct alarm setting for Temp1High (ID 0x01020B4A) in the local alarm setting (6428) 

 

General improvements 

 Add user navigation log to MobiMed to be able to understand usage scenarios. (4250) 

 AdminTool, Register Update, License number, no response on lookup. (6316) 

 AdminTool: Support Internet Explorer Edge when managing groups. (6380) 

 ePR should only be downloaded once when exiting patient to improve performance. (6365) 

 Make it possible to send out system updates to units that are not related to a specific MobiMed version. (6477) 

 Splash screen should not wait for successful login when smart card is inserted at start up. (6476) 

 

Fixes 

 AdminTool - wrong password/username should be logged as information, not error (6403) 

 ePR and Messages were delayed due to too long retry/time-out cycle in Sync engine. (6473) 

 ePR could crash when going back and forth to monitoring with a vital signs dialogue open. (6535) 

 Mixed login (user/password and smart card), update login icon when removing card. (6520) 

 Patient on PU not synced to CWS, add troubleshooting aid. (6484) 

 Prevent error when quickly closing patient after mailing. (6292) 

 Prevent error message when saving the same ECG snapshot multiple times. (6424) 

 Taking CAD mission after entering age, might result in both ageMonth and ageYears set. (6385) 

 WLAN does not scan for other SSIDs if a hidden network is configured. (6453) 

 View of in-transit ePRs from server should require login on PU. (6392) 
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 Known/Existing Limitations 

 Handover between customers (i.e. between SCASFT and SWASFT) is not supported today and WiFi handover 

between different customers has been disabled. The side effect for this release is that it will not be possible to 

connect to WiFi from a PU with new version (>=4.2.11) to an old version (<4.2.10). Vice versa works however. 

(6075) 

*Numbers in brackets are ID-numbers from Ortivus internal source control, work item tracking, reporting and project management tool. 

 

Required ePR versions 

The functionality in this release requires the below ePR versions. 

 SCASFT: SCASFT_Release-4.2.13.0_16.03.31.2 

 SWASFT: SWASFT_Release-4.2.13.0_16.03.31.2 

  

Compatible hardware for ambulance units 

The product is released for the following hardware platforms: 

 Panasonic H2 

All versions of Measuring Units M531 and 300C are supported.  

 

Release Information  

This is a commercial release on the following markets: 

 United Kingdom 

This release replaces all previous 4.2 releases.  

Upgrade to 4.2.13 can be done from all previous 4.2 releases. 


